ABSTRACT: Channeling of gas can reduce mass transfer performance in multiphase micropacked-bed reactors. Viscous and capillary forces cause this undesired and often unpredictable phenomenon in systems with catalyst particle sizes of hundreds of microns. In this work, we acoustically modify flow in a micropacked-bed reactor to reduce gas channeling by applying high-power sonication at low ultrasonic 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 2 frequencies (~40 kHz). Experimental residence time distributions reveal two orders of magnitude reduction in dispersion with ultrasound, allowing for nearly plug-flow behavior at high flow rates in the bed. Sonication appears to partially fluidize the packed-bed under pressurized co-current two-phase flow, effectively improving dispersion characteristics.
INTRODUCTION
The use of micropacked-bed reactors for multiphase catalyst testing has been limited by their complex and poorly understood hydrodynamics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Capillary forces increase as the particle size decreases to hundreds of microns. The benefits provided by the increase of catalytic surface area and liquid hold-up (~75%) are counteracted by the formation of gas preferential channels, which significantly reduces gasliquid interaction 6 . The unpredictable nature of gas-channeling phenomena is directly linked to the randomly-packed skeleton of particles within the bed. Furthermore, wall-effects tend to channel the gas phase preferentially to flow near the wall due to the inevitable local increase in porosity 7 . Consequently, poor radial-mass-transfer coefficients are achieved, especially when the reactor diameter increases 4 . Unfortunately, increasing gas and liquid flow rates cannot eliminate these strong and stable gaschannels produced by capillary forces 4 . Consequently, there is a lack of reliable dispersion and masstransfer expressions 8 when designing packed-bed reactors with particle diameter below 500 μm.
In related studies of fluid-fluid multiphase flows through small porous domains (e.g., oil recovery and reservoirs, geological carbon dioxide sequestration) preferential flow channels are usually classified as capillary or viscous fingering 9 . The capillary number ‫ܽܥ(‬ ≅ ‫)ߛ/ݒߤ‬ discerns what kind of fingering can occur, where ߛ is the surface tension, ߤ the viscosity and ‫ݒ‬ the velocity of the fluid being displaced.
Interestingly, for capillary flow regimes ‫ܽܥ(‬ ≪ 1), reducing the surface wettability of the particles can help to reduce flow maldistribution to some extent 10, 11 . On the other hand, the effect of geometric disorder can promote viscous fingering 12 even at relatively low capillary numbers ‫01~ܽܥ(‬ ିଶ ). Under 3 these relatively similar and limiting circumstances, application of low frequency acoustic excitations during drainage promotes rapid pore-scale fluid invasions (also called bursts or Haines jumps) reducing air-entry capillary pressure in unsaturated soils 13 . Transient stress is known to produce an increase of permeability 14, 15 and wave induced fluid flow 16 . Vibration-induced particle motion by using audible frequencies (50 and 500 Hz) has also been reported for unconsolidated media with liquid and dispersed gas bubbles 17, 18 . In oil-recovery systems, where unfavorable viscous conditions exist, ultrasound irradiation has been successfully used to modify the porous structure showing 10% to 50% enhancement in permeation 19, 20 . Within this context the use of acoustic energy in multiphase porous media can be an interesting approach to counteract gas-channeling mass-transfer limitations in micropacked-bed reactors for catalysis.
Acoustically generated cavitation has been widely used to enhance mass transfer in multiphase systems or even to induce unique sono-chemical reactions 21, 22 . Ultrasound is typically applied in two ways: via ultrasonic baths 23 (indirect transmission of acoustic power) or by directly contacting the medium with ultrasonic horns or transducers [24] [25] [26] . Although the former has operational advantages such as its simplicity, using water as a transmission medium incurs a loss of acoustic power because of impedance mismatch and cavitation on the exterior reactor walls. By contrast, direct sonication efficiently affects the medium, although temperature control becomes crucial due to mechanically induced heat gains. To this end, Langevin-type transducers (also known as half-wave or sandwich transducers) provide high electro-acoustical efficiency and relatively-low heat generation 27 . To minimize sound attenuation counter-effects where the applied energy is transformed into heat, ultrasound applications are usually operated in the low-frequency region . These conditions involving high-energy conversion at low ultrasound frequency ranges are known in the literature as power ultrasound 27 . The proper design of power ultrasound equipment such ultrasonic horns or ultrasonic cleaning transducers usually involves the use of finite element analysis 28, 29 . The general idea is to design 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 4 a resonant structure that vibrates orthogonal to the target forming standing waves with maximum amplitude at the extremes of the device 27 . The final shape of these half-wavelength resonators is designed to match acoustic impedances and maximize the amplitude within the mechanical limits of the construction material 30 . For example 27 , radiation surfaces of tapered probes in ultrasonic horns can In this work, ultrasound irradiation is shown to reduce dispersion in micropacked bed reactors at high liquid and gas flow rates. Specifically, a reactor sonotrode is designed to mitigate gas-channeling phenomena with a resulting two orders of magnitude reduction of the liquid dispersion within the micropacked-bed.
METHODS

US-Reactor Design
The acoustic design of chemical reactors is not well established. The proper design of a reactor sonotrode is extremely sensitive to the operating frequency of interest, construction material(s), assembly, and geometry. As a consequence, several considerations were necessary to guarantee the correct transmission of acoustic power into the reactor medium. We followed the following steps to avoid the iterative experimental trial and error: i) frequency and transducer selection; ii) analytic dimensioning; iii) numerical modeling and design; and iv) final frequency tuning. The micropacked-bed sonotrode system resonated at 38.0 kHz consuming a maximum of 20 W of load power (Figure 1b) . The horizontal stepped design provided sufficient displacement gains as illustrated in darker colors. The simulation results were obtained using our previously described model 29 , using Biot's equations to capture the propagation of ultrasound within the porous bed medium 31, 32 . Additional details can be found in the Supporting Information and elsewhere 28, 29, 33 . 
RTD Experimentation Setup
To accurately measure the dispersion and liquid holdup in the multiphase system, a modified version of a residence time distribution apparatus [35] [36] [37] was used ( Figure 1a ). The micropacked-bed sonoreactor had a length of 100 mm and inner-outer diameters of 3.175 and 6.35 mm, respectively. Stainless steel beads of diameter 0.2 mm were used to pack the bed, and both water and nitrogen were fed continuously into the system at flow rates of 1-5 mL·min -1 and 10-20 sccm, respectively. Bed porosity, determined by weight, was 0.37. No statistical difference was observed between the particle size distribution of fresh and sonicated packing materials. The entire setup (see SI) was automated for reproducible measurement environments and data acquisition. Repeated tracer-response curves were combined and deconvoluted to obtain highly reproducible quantitative dispersion and residence time data. Erioglaucine (Brilliant Blue FCF) was purchased from spectrum chemical MFG Corp and used as a tracer in all RTD studies. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60   7 chamber. The red-blue color code indicates positive and negative acoustic pressure, whereas gray scale indicates the displacement of solid materials; orange disks define the piezoelectric transducer.
Given the sonoreactor dimensions and operating conditions, it is possible to analyze the relative strength of the different forces involved (Table 1) in order to verify hydrodynamic differences when compared with larger-scale trickle-bed reactors. As expected in micropacked-bed systems, inertial and gravitational forces have little to no effect on the hydrodynamics. The reduced particle diameter will generate narrow restrictions that increase the capillary forces even at moderately high liquid and gas flow rates. This will cause the gas to have a stronger tendency to continuously flow (rather than shear to form bubbles), hence the formation of preferential channels as the liquid permeates through most of the porous skeleton. However, sound propagation in the porous media benefits from the resultant higher liquid content in the bed -ranging from 0.65 to 0.85 liquid hold-up-in contrast to larger scale trickle-bed reactors with particle size ranging 1-3 mm. An additional setup was used in order to directly visualize the effects of power ultrasound in the fluid dynamics of co-current flow. Specifically, a titanium probe (diameter = 6.35 mm) of an ultrasonic horn was introduced concentrically into a micropacked-bed reactor (glass cylinder) of 9.525 mm ID containing glass-beads of diameter 100 μm. Imaging (30 fps) was performed on the system under well-developed 
Residence time distributions
In order to describe the non-ideal behavior of the liquid residence time distributions (RTDs), an axial dispersion model was used 39 :
where ܿ [kmol·m ] is the velocity.
Reducing the model to its axial dimension ሺ‫)ݖ‬ and considering a closed-closed system (Danckwerts' boundary conditions):
where ‫ܮ‬ [m] refers to the length of the reactor.
The residence distribution of the fluid, ‫ܧ‬ [s
], is obtained from the concentration of the tracerproportional to the UV signal-normalized by the total tracer response:
The complete RTD of the system can be described by a series of convolutions: 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the impact of ultrasound on the hydrodynamics of the packed-beds, visualization experiments are combined with differential pressure drop measurements across the fixed bed. Abrupt and nearly instantaneous changes to the hydrodynamics induced by ultrasound are observed both qualitatively and quantitatively (Figure 2 ). To obtain a direct visualization of the physics of interest, additional experiments were designed using a glass tube with a concentric sonotrode resulting in a fixed bed sandwiched between the core and outer wall with a characteristic radial dimension of 1.59 mm (see SI for more details on the setup). 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 11 during sonication (Supporting Video 1) as well as modification of gas-channeling (Supporting Video 2).
Under sonication, the acoustic pressure and the short-range motion of particles (Figure 2b, c) continuously modifies the interstitial pore structure facilitating gas movement with a corresponding reduction in pressure drop (Figure 2f ). This effect is particularly prominent at higher liquid flow rates (> 3 ml/min), where sonication induces a sudden decrease in pressure drop (5-15%). Conversely, when irradiation ceases, the pressure drop returns to the pre-sonication values indicating the enhancement is due to the dynamic reorientation of the packing material. Using the automated platform described in Figure 1 , the US was irradiated from the walls of the sono-reactor with similar induced pressure drop behavior (see SI).
Next, changes in dispersion under silent and sonication conditions were assessed by RTD experiments.
In the scenario where ultrasound was applied to a liquid-only flow reactor, sonication and silent distributions presented minimal differences (Figure 3a) . The dispersion number increased slightly in the sonicated system (from ‫ܦ‬ ‫ܮݑ/‬ = 0.010 to 0.013), probably due to the partial bed fluidization produced by ultrasound irradiation (Figure 3b ). 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 that high power ultrasound can continuously modify the preferential gas channels, significantly reducing the axial dispersion (Figure 4b ). This can be attributed to pore-scale phenomena occurring at the gasliquid interface. The transmitted acoustic energy dynamically modifies the porous structure (partial fluidization) and capillary pressure, disturbing the hydrodynamic resistances and allowing eventual intercalation of the gas phase.
This drastic acoustic transformation (Figure 4b ) is similar to findings recently reported in the literature where dispersion is significantly reduced in pure liquid microfluidic mixers due to vigorous liquid agitation induced, in that case, by acoustic cavitation 40 . Particularly, authors showed how the enhanced radial mixing was responsible for this reduction in dispersion.
Notably, cavitation was not observed during the visualization experiments-nor is it necessary to promote fluid movement in unconsolidated porous media 17, 18 . The strong attenuation of ultrasound in porous media 32, 41 suggests that any inertial cavitation will only occur in the vicinity of the radiating surfaces. A high frequency acoustic disruption of the compressible media through the bed might still be hindered by the dynamic modification of gas preferential channels. To provide some physical understanding of the dynamic forces involved, thee following dimensionless numbers are calculated to assess the vibration-induced fluid and particle motion 18 and multiphase flow in porous media 42 (Eq. 11
and 12). The modified Bond number expression (Eq. 12) allows qualitative evaluation of transitional acoustic forces. Instead of the gravitational force, the acceleration is estimated considering the displacement at the radiating walls -usually in the order of 10 µm for ultrasonic cleaning transducers 27 -and the applied frequency. The result of this estimation ‫ܤ(‬ * ≈ 1 − 10 ) provides some insights regarding how a well-designed power-ultrasound reactor can offset capillary forces in micropacked-bed geometries.
Finally, analyzing the Ohnesorge number (Eq. 12), some bubble break-up can be expected 42 
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown how ultrasound reduces dispersion in micropacked-bed reactors by two orders of magnitude. Sonication produces partial fluidization of the bed even at high flow rates, continuously modifying gas channels and reducing liquid dispersion. Direct visualization and RTD experiments confirm that ultrasound can remove common gas channeling phenomena by promoting a dynamically dispersed gas phase flow. A more thorough study under a variety of hydrodynamics conditions is still necessary to assess contributions to mass transfer, the nature of gas-channeling and the potential for enhancing heterogeneous catalyst reactions. The effects of short ultrasound pulses applied during transient initial 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 15 bed operation might also present an interesting area of exploration to reduce variation in bed packing and ensure a more uniform packing for longer runtimes. To mitigate any surface damage of the catalyst due to cavitation or friction, more data are essential to quantify the acoustic attenuation in unsaturated porous media and to optimize the design of micropacked-bed sonoreactors. The efficient use of ultrasound unlocks new pathways for multiphase reactor design and use, enabling near-plug-flow operation with enhanced phase homogenization in micro-scale packed beds. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 17 Klavs F. Jensen: 0000-0001-7192-580X
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